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Strident Publishing is an independent UK-based book
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adult — and non-fiction.
We have a keen eye for a great book, along with exceptional editorial values.
Our offices are located 100 metres from where
George Orwell began 1984...in a hospital bed.
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Adult

Darkest Thoughts
Gordon Brown
Book 1, Craig McIntyre conspiracy-thriller series

Adult 272pp ISBN 978-1-910829-16-5
Pbk RRP: £8.99

Your inner self can be deadly
Craig McIntyre’s mere presence can transform
people’s darkest thoughts into action.

Gordon Brown has
delivered pizza in ToOn an Iraqi street, Craig McIntyre finds himself ronto, sold nonat the center of an event that leaves several
alcoholic beer in the
people dead. Ex-military, now a bodyguard,
Middle East, founded
a creativity training
McIntyre has no idea how the people died.
business in the UK
Others think he is responsible - the catalyst
and floated a hi-tech
that caused the deaths. They have no issue
company on the LSE.
with that. Far from it. They are intent on harGordon has been
nessing Craig’s dark talent for creating chaos
writing since his
and will let no-one stand in their way.
teens. As well as apWho are McIntyre’s pursuers? What do they
pearing at book festisee in him that he cannot see in himself? And
vals, he helped found
what will happen to him if he is caught? Worse, Bloody Scotland,
what will happen to those closest to him if he
Scotland’s Internaescapes?
tional Crime Writing
Festival.
As he struggles to come to terms with events,
and with the possibility that he really is a vehi- Having the same
name as a former UK
cle for anarchy, can he stop his darkest
prime minister, he’s
thoughts turning to revenge?
often heard to say,
A fast-paced international thriller that builds to
‘But not that one.’
a dramatic climax.

Furthest Reaches
Gordon Brown
Book 2, Craig McIntyre conspiracy thriller series
Adult 272pp ISBN 978-1-910829-17-2 Pbk

RRP: £8.99

You can only run for so long
Having fled across America to evade capture by arch-enemy Senator
Tampoline, McIntyre is ‘persuaded’ to work alongside him in the national interest.
The US Strategic Petroleum Reserve has been destroyed by a white
supremacist group. The attack has been hushed-up and time is of the
essence if national and global economic meltdown is to be avoided.
As McIntyre tries to apply his unique ability to salvage the situation, it
is hard to know who is working harder to thwart him: his allies or his
enemies. It might be safer to stay
ahead of both.
McIntyre will never forgive Tampoline for what he has done. He is
not even sure he can suppress his
animosity in pursuit of the greater
good…

Deepest Wounds
Gordon Brown
Book 3, Craig McIntyre conspiracy thriller series
Adult 272pp ISBN 978-1-910829-18-9 Pbk

RRP: £8.99

The past is a dangerous place
As Craig McIntyre tries to escape bounty hunters from the Dark Web,
he discovers that his details are linked to a clandestine government
project. Might it hold answers to his past as well as dangers for the present?
Back on the run in North America, McIntyre hooks up with some unlikely allies. But can he trust them any more than those who want to
use him to shape the future…and to further their personal ambitions?

Have those behind Factor really given up on their pursuit of him? Or is
McIntyre being reeled in with some
politically toxic bait?
McIntyre is the key to an explosive
secret that could change mankind
forever.

A Rainbow In The Basement
Ian Donaldson
Adult, YA & 12+ 336pp Hbk: ISBN 9781-910829196
Pbk: ISBN 978-1-910829-23-5 £8.99

RRP: £12.99

Mixing magic & gritty reality, a genre-transcending exploration of love
& loss, friendship & family, sacrifice & innocence, miracles & wishes.
Magic is more than a word - something Matthew Ellis discovered when he
was 12. It was the year he crossed an ocean. His mother told him it was
for the best. He saw it as an escape from hurt. He also had a bone to pick
with God.
Years later, Matthew returns to Scotland. He will fly back to America before the day is over. He has come in search of something, though he is unsure what.
As he visits the neighbourhood of his Glasgow childhood, ferried by an
unusual taxi driver, he recalls seeing Calvary and torching a dragon ship.
Then there was the funeral and those strange lights.
They were only the beginning; he has been carrying even more unbelievable secrets ever since. Now that he has brought those secrets home, what
sort of welcome will they receive? And will he find whatever it is that he is
looking for?
Ian Donaldson has always loved stories. ‘Bowie
made me want to be a singer, Ray Bradbury made
me want to be a writer. Bradbury’s stories are
filled with ideas, thoughts and questions; and
sometimes answers.’
Ian fronted H2O, appearing on Top Of The Pops. I
Dream to Sleep and Just Outside Of Heaven were
hits worldwide. Leonard, on H2O’s album Faith, was inspired by Bradbury’s The
Pedestrian.
He later fronted Four Good Men with members of Simple Minds and Big Country and has recently released a new album, From Stars We Came.

Firebrand
Gillian Philip
Book 1 (of 4), Rebel Angels series
Adult & YA 384pp
ISBN 978-1-905537-19-8

Pbk

RRP: £7.99

‘Fantastically violent, utterly thrilling...the best fantasy novel of 2010’
(Amanda Craig in The Times)
It’s the last decade of the sixteenth century: a time of religious wars in
the full-mortal world. But the Sidhe are at peace, hidden behind the
Veil that protects their world – until their queen, Kate NicNicven, determines to destroy it.
Seth MacGregor is the half-feral son of a Sidhe nobleman. When his
father is assassinated, and Seth is exiled with his brother Conal to the
full-mortal world, they vow not only to survive, but to return to reclaim
their fortress and save the Veil.
But even the Veil’s power can’t protect the brothers when the brutal
witch-hunts begin…

Bloodstone
Gillian Philip
Book 2 (of 4), Rebel Angels series
Adult & YA 384pp ISBN 978-1-905537-23-5

Pbk RRP: £7.99

We shouldn't be here. We said we'd never cross the Veil, that we
wouldn't come home till we found the Stone. But we'd given no oath.
So we lied. So what? As if we could live without breathing our own air
once a decade. Kate NicNiven must know that as well as we did. But if
our queen wanted to kill us, she'd have to find us first.
For centuries, Seth and Conal have hunted for the Bloodstone Kate
wants, without success. Homesick, and determined to ensure their
clann's safety, they've also made secret forays across the Veil. One of
these illicit crossings has violent consequences that will devastate both
their close family and, eventually, their entire clann.
In the otherworld, Jed Cameron - a
feral, full mortal young thief - becomes entangled with the strange
and dangerous Finn MacAngus and
her shadowy uncles. When he is
dragged accidentally into the world
of the Sithe, it's nothing he can't
handle; but that's before time
warps around him, and the danger
reaches out to threaten his infant
brother.
In the collision of two worlds, conflict and tragedy are inevitable; especially when treachery comes
from the most shocking of quarters.

Wolfsbane
Gillian Philip
Book 3 (of 4), Rebel Angels series
Adult & YA 384pp ISBN 978-1-905537-35-8

Pbk RRP: £7.99

It's tough being the foretold saviour of your race.
Rory MacGregor, kept a virtual prisoner in his own father's dun and
hunted by the Sithe queen, needs a break now and then - and what
better fun than tearing the Veil no one else can tear, and escaping to
the Otherworld?
In that dangerous Otherworld, Hannah Falconer is as trapped by circumstance as the strange wild Sithe boy whose horse nearly kills her.
When Rory tricks her into crossing the Veil and entering his own world,
she's sure it can't be any worse than her usual home life…
Meanwhile, Seth MacGregor is
fighting to keep his clann safe from
the malevolent queen Kate. When
an attack comes after years of
stalemate, he is shocked to discover who is leading it, and who else is
conspiring against him.
Will the cunning and experience of
five hundred years be enough to
confront the threat?
And how many friends - and how
many lovers - is Seth willing to sacrifice to keep his son?

Icefall
Gillian Philip
Book 4 (of 4), Rebel Angels series
Adult & YA 416pp ISBN 978-1-905537-15-0

Pbk RRP: £7.99

Death stalks Seth MacGregor's clan in their otherworld exile.
Kate NicNiven is close to ultimate victory, but still needs Seth's son
Rory, and his power over the Veil. And she'll go to any lengths to get
him.
Meanwhile, survival for his loved ones seems all Seth can hope for. But
might a mortal threat to his niece Hannah force him to return to his
own world to challenge Kate? And will Rory go with him? Because he
suspects there's a darkness trapped in the Veil, and that it wants to get
out.
Nobody gets forever. But some are
willing to try...

YA: young adult

Follow Me
Victoria Gemmell
Young Adult/Adult crime
ISBN 978-1-910829-03-5

208pp
Pbk RRP: £7.99

Winner: TC Farries Award
Kat needs answers.
She also needs to stay alive.
17-year-old Kat Sullivan has been devastated
by the loss of her twin sister, Abby, the most
recent of five teenagers to have died in the
town of Eddison, all within a year. No-one
seems able to explain the circumstances surrounding her death.

Victoria Gemmell

As Kat struggles to move on, she is introduced
to an underground hangout - the Barn - by
Abby’s friends. There, she meets the enigmatic Rob and his friend Michael, art students
who have re-created pop artist Andy Warhol’s infamous Factory, where creative types
can construct art and socialise.

Whilst studying for a degree in Communication
and Mass Media, she developed a fascination
with pop culture and
Andy Warhol. After working at the Glasgow Film
Theatre and in media,
she completed a Post
Graduate qualification in
Careers Guidance and
now works daily with
teenagers.

Drawn into Rob’s social scene, and seduced
by the attention of this attractive stranger,
Kat relishes the freedom and escape offered
by the Barn’s non-conformity and creativity.
But the Barn holds a strange influence over
those who frequent it, and soon Kat begins to
realise how little she knew about her sister’s
life.

From a young age, Vikki
immersed herself in
books and writing, filling
school jotters with stories
and illustrations.

After The Party, Vikki’s
second novel, will be
published by Strident in
October 2018.

Be at one with the oddness!
Kirkland Ciccone
Kirkland is punk rock. He’s definitely, not disco!
He’s one of the most original and
entertaining YA authors around.
In addition to his writing, Kirkland has become known for arriving at book festivals & TV studios in a range of bizarre outfits melons, witches, ghosts...

His debut, Conjuring The Infinite, won the 2014 Catalyst Book Award. It was followed by Endless
Empress and North of Porter, both published to further rave reviews.
2018 sees the publication of Kirkland’s fourth novel, Glowglass.
When not writing, Kirkland performs wonky one-man comedy shows.

Be at one with the oddness!
Glowglass
Kirkland Ciccone
YA & Adult 256pp
Pbk RRP: £7.99

ISBN 978-1-910829-25-7

A girl with secrets is a temporary thing…
Starrsha Glowglass's face is on the front page
of every newspaper. She isn’t a model, Vlogger,
or reality TV show contestant. Starrsha is famous for something darker: she survived a
massacre that claimed her Brothers and Sisters.
Hers was no ordinary family. They were The
Family Glowglass - a religious order set up by
an eccentric businessman as a tax dodge.
One morning the parishioners sat down to breakfast… Most didn’t get
back up.
Only Starrsha and her mute Brother, Simon, survived.
Both now have a chance to lead an ordinary life. For Starrsha that means
high school.
Can a videotape bring back the dead? What’s behind the red door? Why
won’t Starrsha’s best friend reveal her true sexuality? When is a poster
on a wall actually a trap? Wil My Chemical Romance reform? Why is Father obsessed with vintage technology? Why does Barbie freak out
Starrsha? How many rich husbands has Aunt Imelda bumped off?
And why is God crank-calling Starrsha?

All will be revealed when someone presses <PLAY>…

Family, disorganised religion, accepting yourself…and murder.

Be at one with the oddness!
Conjuring The Infinite
Kirkland Ciccone
Book 1, Castlecrankie series
YA & Adult 256pp ISBN 978-1-905537-07-5

Pbk

RRP: £7.99

Madness. Magick. Murder.
The Cottage is a care unit in the country for troubled teenagers who
have been chewed up by the system. The residents are in mourning for
the loss of one of their number - the dazzling and outwardly faultless
Seth Kevorkian. After the funeral, they return to The Cottage to remember him. But when Mother leaves…the truth unfolds.
For Seth was no ordinary teenager. He was a disciple of an ethereal
power. And his fixation with Conjuring The Infinite drove him to terrible acts. It might even have driven someone to kill him.
A psychic is seeing visions of Armageddon. The Abomination
upstairs wants to be fed. The
rain seethes with life. And something moves in the shadows, hiding in the mirrors. Can the
housemates trust what they see?
Can they even trust each other?
tHe eYEs Of ThE SkY HaVE
oPeneD and looked into Seth’s
soul. The unearthly power of The
Infinite has been invoked. And
now The Ambassadors are on
their way.

Be at one with the oddness!
Endless Empress
A Mass Murderer’s Guide to Dictatorship in the Fictional Nation of Enkadar

Kirkland Ciccone
Book 2, Castlecrankie series
YA & Adult 240pp ISBN 978-1-905537-72-3

Pbk

RRP: £7.99

Over 1,000 teenagers entered the school hall at 0900. But someone
didn't stick around for long...
Enkadar is a nation without war, violence, disease or poverty; a glorious paradise. There is only one problem with Enkadar: it doesn't exist.
When a group of teenage misfits create a daydream kingdom to escape
their humdrum lives, they set in motion a chain of events that leads to
lunacy and murder.
A reporter plots revenge in a
grubby cafe. A crazy teenager is
being pressured to slay a monster. Dragons wait at the edge of
time, while a unicorn waits by the
bingo. And why is the bus always
in the wrong lane?
These events are all linked to the
mysterious ruler of Enkadar. She
is a genius, a goddess, a
queen...and a murderer.
She is The Endless Empress.
And she is forever.

Be at one with the oddness!
North of Porter
Kirkland Ciccone
Book 3, Castlecrankie series
YA & Adults 208pp ISBN 978-1-910829-00-4

Pbk

RRP: £7.99

Aliens. Abductions. Genuine designer bags!
Teenager Porter Minter arrives in Castlecrankie in a car that has no
door handles. In the boot is a suitcase. In the suitcase is a boy. In the
boy is the future and the past.
The Armpit of the Universe wasn’t Porter’s destination of choice, he’s
been dragged there. And he’s shocked by what he finds. Teenagers are
disappearing. JFK is skulking in the schoolyard. Crop circles are appearing.
Perhaps Porter and his scheming
parents aren’t the town’s only new
arrivals.
Armed only with a genuine designer
bag and his razor-sharp wit, Porter
sets out to confront evil…and look
fabulous.

Bad Faith
Gillian Philip
Adult & YA

256pp

ISBN 978-1-905537-08-2

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

 If

Margaret Attwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale was reworked as a
whodunnit set in Scotland...
 Winner: TC Farries Award
Murderously sinister dystopian crime
Life’s easy for Cassandra. The privileged daughter of a rector, she’s
been protected from the extremist gangs who enforce the One
Church’s will.
Her boyfriend Ming is a bad influence, of course, with infidel parents
who are constantly in trouble with the religious authorities. But Cass
has no intention of letting their different backgrounds drive them
apart.
Then they stumble across the corpse of a powerful bishop.
What killed him? How did his body end up in their secret childhood
haunt? And is this man’s death connected to other, older murders?
As the political atmosphere grows feverish, Cass realises she and Ming
face extreme danger.

Teenage

Don’t Judge Me
Linda Strachan
Ages 9+

ISBN 978-1-910829-04-2

224pp

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

An incendiary novel from award-winning Linda Strachan.
We all make snap judgements - about our friends, people we meet and
other people s motives. But what if we re wrong? And what if a life depends on getting it right?
Take 4 teens, an arsonist, an unreliable witness and four different motives. With life and death on the line - Don t Judge Me.

Linda Strachan is the author of over 60 books. Her first novel for teenagers - the highly acclaimed Spider – won the Catalyst Award and was
shortlisted for several other prestigious literary awards. Before becoming a full-time writer, Linda was a model, a medical lab technician and a
fashion buyer. She likes dogs, painting dinosaurs on barn doors, artichokes, olives and chocolate...but prefers writing to almost anything
else.

Spider
Linda Strachan
Teenage ISBN 978-1-905537-06-8
144pp Pbk RRP: £6.99

A hard-hitting and provocative novel about teenage love, loyalty
and fast cars.
Spider is on his last warning. If he's caught joyriding again he’ll be
sent down, no questions asked. He's trying to stick to the straight
and narrow but his girlfriend Deanna and mate Andy reckon he
should risk one last run.
An adrenaline-fuelled ride — a compelling glimpse into a life spinning out of control.

Spider
Linda Strachan
Teenage ISBN 978-1-905537-20-4
176pp Pbk RRP: £6.99

Josh has 25 minutes left to live.

Lying alone in a pool of blood, Josh hasn't much time to think.
Yesterday he stabbed his best mate, and now it's happened to him.
But there are questions he can't get out of his head. Like how did he
get into this mess? Will anyone find him in time? Will his girlfriend
forgive him, and what really happened to his older brother?
As his life slips away, the events of the last 24 hours start to look
very different...

Ages 9+

Sunny
Paul Murdoch
Ages 9+ ISBN 978-1-910829-20-2
160pp Pbk RRP: £7.99

The ‘us and them’ of Theresa Breslin’s Divided City; the jeopardy of
Frank Cottrell Boyce’s Millions.
Can Sunny Wilson solve the mystery of his unlikely survival?
Luck seems to be on young Sunny Wilson’s side when he survives a major road accident. But was he meant to walk away?
Sunny is convinced someone has it in for him – a sense strengthened
when an attempt is seemingly made to abduct him from hospital.
Once out, Sunny is faced with his town’s ongoing sectarian divisions.
They boil over when someone attacks a train carrying pupils from a rival school.
Sunny knows the culprit’s identity, but the risks of revealing it are high.
All Sunny’s troubles seem to stem back to the crash. So he follows a
hunch to try to solve that mystery…and finds his life in peril all over
again.

Paul Murdoch
Born in Helensburgh, Scotland, Paul grew up beside Loch Lomond, on
the edge of the Scottish Highlands, where he still lives, now with his
wife and four children. He studied Zoology at Glasgow University and
worked on wildlife reserves for a while before moving into sales and
marketing in the Agriculture sector.
Paul’s creative career began with songwriting - he is a rock guitarist
and over the years has played in the UK, Holland and America. He’s
subsequently turned his talents to poetry, short stories and novels.

Determination, courage, danger & family

Talisman
Paul Murdoch
Book 1, The Peck Chronicles
Ages 9+ ISBN 978-1-905537-85-3
272pp Pbk RRP: £6.99
James Peck stands alone on a hillside, staring at a massive, three-toed
footprint…and the crushed animal within it. He can’t help wondering
if there is a link between the print and the recent unexplained disappearance of his father.
Within hours James meets Mendel, a wizard from another world –
Denthan – who is trapped in a body that is not his own. Soon they do a
deal: James will help Mendel back to Denthan before disaster befalls it;
in return, Mendel will help James search for his father.
But Denthan is a dangerous place, full of hideous beasts and monsters.
And it is about to be consumed by a battle for supremacy… and survival. If James is to stand any chance of saving Denthan – and his family he must locate a powerful talisman. Except that no-one knows what it
looks like. Certainly not James, and not even Mendel.
So fast-paced that your heart will pound long after you turn the final
page.

Citadel
Paul Murdoch
Book 2, The Peck Chronicles
Ages 9+ ISBN 978-1-910829-04-2
224pp Pbk RRP: £6.99

The Hedra wizard Dendralon sees the impending destruction of
Denthan as an opportunity to increase his power.
James Peck is intent on stopping him. He needs to journey to the Eden
Tree, deep in the Forest of Eldane. If he can find the goldfish-wizard
Mendel and use the Talisman, there may be a chance to stop Dendralon.

Eldane is full of danger, including Mertols and giant Trolls. Right now,
though, James has to focus on his
mortally-wounded best friend
Craig…and on finding his own father
before it is too late.
Can he save those closest to
him and save Denthan from Dendralon’s evil?
So fast-paced that your heart will
pound long after you turn the final
page.

Tyrant
Paul Murdoch
Book 3, The Peck Chronicles
Ages 9+ ISBN 978-1-910829-06-6
224pp Pbk RRP: £6.99

The odds are stacked heavily against James Peck and the wizardgoldfish Mendel. One year on from their extraordinary Denthan
adventure, the zany villagers of Drumfintley find themselves the
last line of defence against an invasion of Earth.
The scale of the threat becomes clear when a whole new array of monsters and dark magic begins to emerge from Loch Echty’s murky waters. Mendel suspects his oldest and greatest adversary – the Tyrant.
Beneath the Loch, Mendel and
James discover the submerged village of Fintley. Can its presence explain what is happening? They may
not be around long enough to find
out, as they are targeted by assassins.
With the survival of humanity at
stake, family ties and friendships
are about to be tested to the limit
in this epic new setting.
So fast-paced that your heart will
pound long after you turn the final
page.

The Sons of Rissouli
Matt Cartney
Danny Lansing Adventures, book 1
Ages 9+ ISBN 978-1-905537-21-1
192pp Pbk RRP: £6.99
Matt Cartney

Alex Rider thrills; Bear Grylls survival

When he’s not working and
When Danny goes to live with his cool Un- writing, Matt is an intrepid
cle Angus, he knows life will never be the traveller, and has documented his travels with a
same again. But he doesn’t expect to be
series of stunning photocatapulted into a world of guns, explographs from Morocco and
sions and high-speed chases.
the Atlas Mountains.
After they uncover a top-secret, highly ilHe expands his readings
legal operation to ship arms out of the
country, Danny and Angus race to North with anecdotes about his
adventures. A previous atAfrica to investigate. As they pursue the
bloodthirsty Sons of Rissouli the stakes get tempt to reach Nepal by
higher, and Danny is thrown into dangers motorbike, in aid of Save
the Children, had to be
he could never have imagined.
abandoned in the final
He’ll have to be tough enough to survive stages, when he was adin the brutal furnace of the desert. But
vised that the route he was
when another life is at stake, will he have taking through Iran was too
the guts to risk his own?
dangerous.
There's no doubt about it. It's going to Matt is also a keen snowbe an adventure!
boarder and mountaineer.

The Danny Lansing Adventures—
adrenaline at your fingertips!

Red, White & Black
Matt Cartney
Book 2, Danny Lansing Adventures
Ages 9+ ISBN 978-1-905537-34-1
256pp Pbk RRP: £6.99

A terrifying chain of events is set in motion that could spell disaster
for thousands of people!
For 65 years, the wreckage of an aeroplane has lain scattered on a remote Norwegian mountainside - a poignant and lonely memorial to the
failure of its clandestine wartime mission.
But when Danny and his uncle, Angus, discover that secret wartime
documents are rumoured to have been within the plane, they decide
they must investigate.
Danny and Angus's investigation
takes them from the freezing
wastes of Norway to the high peaks
of the Alps and on into the heart of
Poland.

What is the connection between
the aeroplane and the extremist
'Adler Kommando'? What is their
repulsive leader planning? Who is
the mysterious 'Agent' and what
service is he expected to provide?
The closer they get to the answers,
the more horrified Danny and Angus become.

The Curse of Can-Balam
Matt Cartney
Book 3, Danny Lansing Adventures
Ages 9+ ISBN 978-1-905537-74-7
180pp Pbk RRP: £6.99

A lost city, a legendary treasure and a brutal curse; all sit at the
centre of a tangle of lies.
When Angus's archaeologist friend disappears into the Central American rainforest, Danny & Angus head to Belize to investigate.
In the dark heart of the jungle Danny must find new reserves of cunning if he is to outwit the calculating insanity of an enemy more dangerous than the wildlife.
One thing is certain: someone is going to suffer the Curse of CanBalam!

Adrenaline at your fingertips!

Ages 8+

Bree McCready & the Half-Heart Locket
Hazel Allan
Book 1, Bree McCready trilogy
Ages 9+ ISBN 978-1-905537-11-2
352pp Pbk RRP: £6.99

Twelve-year-old Bree McCready has just one night to save the world!
It starts when a clue inscribed on a Half-Heart Locket leads Bree and
her best friends Sandy and Honey to an ancient magical book. With it
they can freeze time, fly and shrink to the size of ants. But they soon
discover the book has a long history of de-struction and death. And it's
being sought by the monstrous Thalofedril, who will stop at nothing to
get it. Using its incredible powers, he could turn the world into a
wasteland.
Bree, Sandy and Honey go on the run, hurtling off city rooftops, down
neck-breaking ravines, and through night-black underground tunnels to
keep the book out of his lethal hands. Little do they know that the
greatest danger of all lies ahead, in the heart of his deadly lair.
Can Bree find the courage to face this terrifying evil, and to confront
the secrets of her tragic past?

Bree McCready & the Flame of Irenus
Hazel Allan
Book 2, Bree McCready trilogy
Ages 9+ ISBN 978-1-905537-17-4
352pp Pbk RRP: £6.99

It is the end of the summer holidays. All seems calm until Honey s
little sister, Mimi, disappears from the school library. Bree, Honey
and Sandy realise trouble is afoot, so return to aisle 142 to retrieve
the magical book carried on their previous adventure.
Soon they are crossing a land divided by centuries of misunderstanding. Its citizens have been fooled into thinking that The Flame of Irenus
at Castle Zarcalat will bring peace, when in fact its flames are fanning
hatred.
Realising they must extinguish it, the
three friends set off, but are faced
with obstacles, riddles and creatures, old enemies and passages.
The magical book can help them successfully complete their journey by
providing seven wishes, but only if it
stays in Bree's hands…

Bree McCready & the Realm of the Lost
Hazel Allan
Book 3, Bree McCready trilogy
Ages 9+

ISBN 978-1-905537-91-4

320pp

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

A shy swat, a psycho rebel and a lanky nerd try to save the world…
for a third time!
Strange things start to happen at the Halloween funfair, and fourteenyear-old Bree McCready immediately suspects they have something to
do with the half-heart locket.
Sensing trouble, Bree, and her friends, Sandy and Honey, seek out the
magical book, despite knowing it will take them on yet another terrifying adventure. They embark on an epic journey, which takes them to
The Realm of the Lost – a place where normal rules do not apply.
Armed only with The Book and a
map, the trio negotiates unknown
territory, discovering strange creatures, deadly traps and new
friends…only to end up in the darkest place imaginable.

Friendships and loyalties are tested
to the extreme as Bree, Sandy and
Honey try to fulfil their promise to
keep The Book safe from the clutches of evil. Will they finally be able to
put their demons to rest?
The third book in the Bree McCready series is another action-packed
page-turner, full of surprises, and
the darkest of revelations.

The DarkIsle trilogy—published
around the world

DarkIsle
D A Nelson
Book 1, DarkIsle trilogy
Ages 9+

ISBN 978-1-910829-23-3 256pp

Pbk

RRP: £7.99

For 10-year-old Morag, there’s nothing magical about the cellar of
her cruel foster parents’ home. But that’s where she meets Aldiss, a
talking rat, and his resourceful companion, Bertie the dodo.
Morag jumps at the chance to run away and join them on their race
against time to save their homeland from an evil warlock named
Devlish. But first, Bertie and Aldiss will need to stop bickering long
enough to free the only guide who knows where to find Devlish: Shona,
a dragon who’s been turned to stone.

Together, these four friends journey to a mysterious dark island beyond the horizon, where danger and glory await - along with clues to
the disappearance of Morag’s parents, whose destiny seems somehow
linked to her own…

Terrifying, touching and funny, the trilogy is vivid, fast-paced and
captivatingly original.
Dawn Nelson won the
Scottish Children’s Book
Awards with DarkIsle,
now available in a 10th
anniversary edition.
DarkIsle was inspired by a
huge stone dragon that
overlooks Irvine Beach on
Scotland’s west coast.

DarkIsle: Resurrection
D A Nelson
Book 2, DarkIsle trilogy
Ages 9+ ISBN 978-1-905537-18-1
288pp Pbk RRP: £6.99

Two months after she saved The Eye of Lornish, Morag is adjusting to
life in the secret northern kingdom of Marnoch Mor.
But dark dreams are troubling her and a spate of unexplained events
prove that even with the protection of her friends - Shona the dragon,
Bertie the dodo and Aldiss the rat - Morag is still not safe from harm.

DarkIsle: The Final Battle
D A Nelson
Book 3, DarkIsle trilogy
Ages 9+ ISBN 978-1-905537-95-2
240pp Pbk RRP: £6.99

All seems well in Marnoch Mor. Bertie the dodo, Aldiss the rat and
Shona the dragon are looking forward to Christmas. However, Morag
is having bad dreams - an old enemy is trying to reach her.
And when another former foe turns up on her doorstep, it is clear
something is badly wrong.
Morag and her friends are soon forced to face a powerful new threat.
The battle for the DarkIsle of Murst must be won or Marnoch Mor will
be lost.

Lee & the Consul Mutants
Keith Charters
Book 1, hilarious Lee series (can be read in any order)
Ages 9+

ISBN 978-1-905537-24-2

188pp

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

Mutants are invading Earth through a children’s hospital. Can Lee can
save the world?
It’s not every day that a part of your body explodes. But ten-year-old
Lee’s appendix does just that, landing him in hospital.
After his operation, Lee discovers that being in hospital has its bright
side. But his world turns dark again when he uncovers a fiendish plot
by the white-coated Consul Mutants to take over the world.
Other kids might quake in their boots at this news, but not Lee. He’s
determined to save the planet and formulates a cunning plan to stop
the alien invasion.
Lee & the Consul Mutants is the story of a fearless boy bat-tling against
intergalactic odds for the sake of mankind. Lee’s only weapon is his intelligence…which is a pity.

Lee and the Consul Mutants, Keith Charters' first
Lee adventure novel, grabbed the #1 spot in The
Herald’s Children’s Bestsellers chart, at the same
time as his second, Lee Goes For Gold, took the #4
slot. Since then, Lee’s Holiday Showdown and Lee
on the Dark Side of the Moon have blasted off.
Keith has presented at 800+ schools and book festivals throughout the UK and Ireland. His sessions
as 'stand-up literature - funny and educational'.

Lee Goes For Gold
Keith Charters
Book 2, hilarious Lee series (can be read in any order)
Ages 9+

ISBN 978-1-905537-25-9

240pp

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

Meeting his dad’s multizillionaire employer inspires ten-year-old Lee
to come up with a brilliant get-rich-quick scheme of his own.
But not everyone is keen for Lee to succeed. Local shopkeeper Panface
certainly isn’t, and it seems that he has sneaky spies out there, trying
to ruin Lee’s plans.
Will Lee overcome those out to stop him making his fortune? Or will he
spend the whole time daydreaming about how many houses he’ll be
able to own and how many of them will have swimming pools and butlers?
Lee will need to rely on his common
sense and financial genius if he’s to
succeed…
…so it could be an uphill struggle.

Lee’s Holiday Showdown
Keith Charters
Book 3, hilarious Lee series (can be read in any order)
Ages 9+

ISBN 978-1-905537-26-6

240pp

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

Nothing is ever straightforward when Lee is around! Not even a summer holiday in Spain…
It ought to be a case of lazing by the pool, but Lee is soon spying on
dodgy men in shiny suits and sunglasses, battling with a family that
seems determined to ruin everyone’s holiday and haranguing horrendous holiday reps.
With so much going on, how will Lee ever get a tan?

Lee on the Dark Side of the Moon
Keith Charters
Book 4, hilarious Lee series (can be read in any order)
Ages 9+

ISBN 978-1-905537-13-6

144pp

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

Lee has won the chance to be The First Child In Space.
It’s amazing what you can win these days by entering a competition on
the back of a cereal packet!
Under the command of Captain Slogg, and with Sports Bob at the controls, Lee blasts off for the Moon on the trip of a lifetime. However, he
and his fellow astronauts are not the only ones with their eyes on the
big lump of cheese in the sky.
When disaster strikes, Lee faces the
most important challenge of his life.
If he succeeds he will return to
Earth a hero. If he fails, he may not
return at all.

Ages 7+

Wolfie
Emma Barnes
Illustrated by Emma Chichester Clark
Ages 7+

160pp

ISBN 978-1-905537-27-3

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

WINNER, Fantastic Book Awards

Lucie has always longed for a dog.
But not one this big.
Or with such sharp teeth.
Or with such a hungry look in its
eyes.
Lucie realises her new pet is not a
dog...but a wolf. Not only that, but a
wolf with magical powers.
A talking wolf is not an easy thing to hide from your family and friends.
Or from the bully next door. And as Lucie grows to love Wolfie, she also
realises that her new companion is in terrible danger…
Emma Barnes has written many books for children,
including the Fantastic Book Awards winner Wolfie,
Banford Boase-shortlisted Jessica Haggerthwaite:
Witch Dispatcher and How (Not) To Make Bad Children Good.
Her books have been broadcast on BBC radio and
translated. She regularly visits schools, festivals and
libraries, sharing her passion for books and reading.
Emma grew up in Edinburgh, studied at Cambridge and lives in Leeds.

Jessica Haggerthwaite: Witch Dispatcher
Emma Barnes
Cover: Emma Chichester Clark
Interior illustrations: Tim Archbold
Ages 7+

ISBN 978-1-905537-30-3

128pp

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

Jessica thinks she has the most embarrassing mother in the universe.
At least she has always been able to keep her mother's peculiar hobby
a secret, but all that changes when Mrs Haggerthwaite announces
she's turning professional—as a witch.
Jessica is determined to be a Famous Scientist one day and having a
witch for a relative will do her no good at all.

So, Jessica sets up as a 'Witch Dispatcher', determined to thwart her
mother's plans...

How (Not) To Make Bad Children Good
Emma Barnes
Illustrated by Emma Chichester Clark
Ages 7+

ISBN 978-1-905537-28-0

128pp

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

Ever since she bit Father Christmas when she was six months old, it's
been downhill all the way for Martha Bones.
Martha is horrible to her baby brother Boris, elder sister, Sally, and her
parents are in despair.
Far away from Earth, Martha's behaviour comes to the attention of the
Interstellar Agency whose aim is to make bad children good.
Fred, an Interstellar agent with a poor track record, is sent to Earth as
Martha's guardian agent. His mission: to make Martha good.
But Martha has other ideas!

Yeti On The Loose
David MacPhail
Illustrated by Lawrence Mann
Ages 7+

ISBN 978-1-905537-63-1

120pp

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

Jumping Anacondas! Something is afoot at Waldorf Crescent, Chutney. And a heckuva big foot it is too.
Brian and Pippa's lives are turned upside down when their explorer uncle returns from Nepal. He s big and loud and hairy, like an orang-utan
in a safari suit.
He arrives with a huge wooden trunk. What s inside is a BIG secret. He
locks it in the cellar and hides the key.
It isn't long before the smell of dung wafts through the house, together
with strange howling noises.
Brian and Pippa hatch a plan,
and once it's let loose it will
change their lives forever.

A rampaging, rip-roaring, flower-munching, chimpanzee's tea
party of a book. There's never a
minute to get your breath and
always a big disaster about to
strike!

Yeti On The Loose
David MacPhail
Illustrated by Lawrence Mann
Ages 8+

ISBN 978-1-905537-31-0

128pp

Pbk

RRP: £6.99

It is a dark and stormy night…
…Nanny Sue is trying to get rid of Stephanie, Ewen and Baby Thomas so
she can settle down to watch Star-Maker, her favourite TV programme.
Nanny Sue’s got ambitions to be a pop star, more fool her.
Then comes a banging on the door. It’s loud enough to wake the dead.
“It’s the Bogeyman, come to get you!” shrieks Nanny Sue. (She’s good
with kids.)

But it is far worse than that. It is Granny Nothing, looking like a rhinoceros in a frock, dripping wet and
complaining about her feet. And
from this point on, things in the
McAllister household will never be
the same again…
Anyone for a worm sandwich?

Faction: where fact & fiction meet

How Flora MacDonald Rescued
Bonnie Prince Charlie After Culloden

For The Good Of The Cause
How Flora MacDonald Rescued Bonnie Prince Charlie
After Culloden
Seán Damer
Adult, YA & 10+ Scottish history, fictionalised
ISBN 978-1-905537-62-4
120pp Pbk RRP: £6.99

A bold fictionalisation of the events that inspired The Skye Boat
Song.
Young Flora MacDonald is no Jacobite rebel or admirer of the fugitive
leader, Bonnie Prince Charlie. But then the dishevelled prince turns up
at her family's home, hunted by government troops following the failure of the 1745 uprising.
Despite witnessing his darker side, Flora agrees to help him try to escape the pursuing soldiers.
During the attempt, Flora comes to understand what fuelled the Jacobite rebellion, and what led to its disastrous conclusion at Culloden.
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